Treasure Island
1a) The Story of Treasure Island
Read and listen to the story of Treasure Island.

J

im Hawkins, a young man, works in a pub called The
Admiral Benbow. It was his mother’s pub when she was
alive but now it is his pub. Unfortunately, Jim doesn’t
like working in a pub. He likes the sea and dreams of going on
a sailing adventure.
One day Billy Bones, a pirate, comes into the pub. He dies
with a treasure map in his hand. Jim looks at the map. It is
a secret treasure map of Treasure Island. It says that on the
island there are three clues that will help him find the treasure. Jim decides to go to Treasure Island.
He wants the treasure.
Of course Jim needs a ship. He meets Captain Long
John Silver. Jim tells Long John Silver about Treasure
Island. Long John Silver offers to take Jim on his ship,
The Hispaniola. Jim agrees and they set off on the
voyage.
Unfortunately for Jim, Long John Silver is a pirate!
When they arrive at Treasure Island, Long John Silver
tries to steal the map from Jim. But Jim escapes with
his map and goes to find the three clues. The three
clues that will take him to the treasure.
When Jim starts looking for the treasure, he meets an
old man called Ben. Ben has been on the island for a long time and helps Jim find the three clues.
Clue 1: Change letters on the finger tree.
Clue 2: ➙ 2 seas
Clue 3: ???
But Long John Silver is very angry and he’s looking for Jim and his map! So, who is Ben? Will Long
John Silver get the map and, of course, where is the treasure?
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
1b) The Story of Treasure Island
Read the story of Treasure Island. Can you put the words below in the correct place?
Now listen to see if you were correct.

man

is
ship
where
wants
him
old

Jim Hawkins, a young
,
works in a pub called
The Admiral Benbow.
It was his mother’s pub
when she was alive
but now it is his pub.
Unfortunately, Jim doesn’t like working in a pub.
and dreams of
He likes the
going on a sailing adventure.
One day Billy Bones, a pirate, comes into the pub.
in his
He dies with a treasure
hand. Jim looks at the map. It is a secret treasure
map of Treasure Island. It says that on the island
there are three clues that will help him find the
treasure. Jim decides to go to Treasure Island. He
the treasure.
Of course, Jim needs a
.
He meets Captain Long John Silver. Jim tells
Long John Silver about Treasure Island. Long
John Silver offers to take Jim on his ship, The
Hispaniola. Jim agrees and they set off on the
voyage.

sea
pirate
map

Unfortunately for Jim, Long John Silver is a
! When they arrive at Treasure
Island, Long John Silver tries to steal the map
from Jim. But Jim escapes with his map and goes
to find the three clues. The three clues that will
to the treasure.
take
When Jim starts looking for the treasure, he
man called Ben. Ben
meets an
has been on the island for a long time and helps
Jim find the three clues.
Clue 1: Change letters on the finger tree.
Clue 2: ➙ 2 seas
Clue 3: ???
very
But Long John Silver
angry and he’s looking for Jim and his map!
So, who is Ben? Will Long John Silver get the
is the
map and, of course,
treasure?
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Treasure Island
1c) The Story of Treasure Island
Read the story of Treasure Island and fill in the spaces using the words you think are correct.
Now listen to the story to see if your answers are correct.

Jim Hawkins, a young
,
works in a pub called
The Admiral Benbow.
It was his mother’s pub
when she was alive
but now it is his pub.
Unfortunately, Jim doesn’t like working in a pub.
and dreams of
He likes the
going on a sailing adventure.
One day Billy Bones, a pirate, comes into the pub.
in his
He dies with a treasure
hand. Jim looks at the map. It is a secret treasure
map of Treasure Island. It says that on the island
there are three clues that will help him find the
treasure. Jim decides to go to Treasure Island. He
the treasure.
Of course, Jim needs a
.
He meets Captain Long John Silver. Jim tells
Long John Silver about Treasure Island. Long
John Silver offers to take Jim on his ship, The
Hispaniola. Jim agrees and they set off on the
voyage.

Unfortunately for Jim, Long John Silver is a
! When they arrive at Treasure
Island, Long John Silver tries to steal the map
from Jim. But Jim escapes with his map and goes
to find the three clues. The three clues that will
to the treasure.
take
When Jim starts looking for the treasure, he
man called Ben. Ben
meets an
has been on the island for a long time and helps
Jim find the three clues.
Clue 1: Change letters on the finger tree.
Clue 2: ➙2 seas
Clue 3: ???
very
But Long John Silver
angry and he’s looking for Jim and his map!
So, who is Ben? Will Long John Silver get the
is the
map and, of course,
treasure?
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
1a–c) The Story of Treasure Island
Teaching notes
Time
30–40 minutes
Level
Easy/medium/difficult
Skills Focus
Vocabulary, reading, writing.
Aim
To familiarise the students with the story of Treasure Island and the vocabulary used in the story.
Instructions
Ask the students what they know about the story of Treasure Island. Now give the students Worksheet A and ask
them to read through the text underlining any difficult vocabulary. Present the difficult vocabulary on the board
and the students can help each other with the meaning of the words. Then listen to the story of Treasure Island.
Alternative activity
For students of a higher level use Worksheet B and give the students time to decide what the missing words
could be from the list. This activity could be done in pairs. Ask the students for suggestions to what the words
could be. Listen to see if they are correct. Use Worksheet C for the highest level students.
Answer key
1. man
2. sea
3. map
4. wants
5. ship
6. pirate
7. him
8. old
9. is
10. where
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
2) Talking about Yourself
Here is Jim Hawkins talking about Long John Silver. Draw a picture below of yourself and a friend.
Write about your friend.

He doesn’t like
policemen.

He likes treasure.

His favourite food
is coconuts.
His best friend
is a parrot.

He wears a pirate hat.

He is the captain
of a ship.

His ship is called
the Hispanola.

He has one leg.
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Treasure Island
2) Talking about Yourself
Teaching notes
Time
20–30 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Speaking, writing.
Aim
To practice the third person singular, using the student’s own personal information.
Instructions
Ask the students to choose a classmate to write about. Using Long John Silver as an example, the students
should write eight sentences about their friend. When they have finished they should introduce their classmate
to the rest of the class. Encourage the students to use different verbs and a mixture of positives and negatives.
Alternative activity
For students of a higher level, the activity should be done orally, first with the student asking their partner
questions to discover the answers, then introducing their partner to the class.
Answer key
1. man
2. sea
3. map
4. wants
5. ship
6. pirate
7. him
8. old
9. is
10. where
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
3a) Listening One: Jim Hawkins
Meets Long John Silver
Read and listen to a conversation between Jim and Long John Silver.
LJS

Hello there, Jim boy.

Jim

Hello. Who are you?

LJS

My name is Long John Silver. And you are…?

Jim

Oh yes, my name is Jim. Jim Hawkins, sir.

LJS

Hawkins! A fine name! And are you looking
for a ship, Master Jim Hawkins?

Jim

Yes, I am! I’m looking for a big ship to sail to
a secret Treasure Island…oops!

LJS

A secret Treasure Island?

Jim:

Yes, err…I mean no! I mean, sssshhhh,
(whispers) it’s a secret.

LJS

A secret. I understand. Well, don’t worry, your secret’s safe with me. I have the
perfect ship for you.

Jim

Really?

LJS

Yes, her name is The Hispaniola. If you want a ship to go looking for treasure
then she’s the perfect ship for you.

Jim

Great!

LJS

So how much money have you got, Jim boy?

Jim

I don’t have any money, sir?

LJS

No money, eh? Well, look, Jim boy. I’m a very generous person. If you work on
my ship, cleaning the deck, climbing the mast, etc. I will take you to Treasure
Island free of charge.

Jim:

You’ll take me to Treasure Island? For free?

LJS:

Yes, for free!

Jim:

OK. It’s a deal.

LJS:

Good. Now come on, Jim boy. Let’s get ready, on The Hispaniola!
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Treasure Island
3b) Listening One: Jim Hawkins
Meets Long John Silver
Read and listen to a conversation between Jim and Long John Silver. Then answer the questions.
LJS

Hello there, Jim boy.

Jim

Hello. Who are you?

LJS

My name is Long John Silver. And you are…?

Jim

Oh yes, my name is Jim. Jim Hawkins, sir.

LJS

Hawkins! A fine name! And are you looking for a ship, Master Jim Hawkins?

Jim

Yes, I am! I’m looking for a big ship to sail to a secret Treasure Island…oops!

LJS

A secret Treasure Island?

Jim:

Yes, err…I mean no! I mean, sssshhhh, (whispers) it’s a secret.

LJS

A secret. I understand. Well, don’t worry, your secret’s safe with me. I have the
perfect ship for you.

Jim

Really?

LJS

Yes, her name is The Hispaniola. If you want a ship to go looking for treasure then
she’s the perfect ship for you.

Jim

Great!

LJS

So how much money have you got, Jim boy?

Jim

I don’t have any money, sir?

LJS

No money, eh? Well, look, Jim boy. I’m a very generous person. If you work on my ship,
cleaning the deck, climbing the mast, etc. I will take you to Treasure Island free of charge.

Jim:

You’ll take me to Treasure Island? For free?

LJS:

Yes, for free!

Jim:

OK. It’s a deal.

LJS:

Good. Now come on, Jim boy. Let’s get ready, on The Hispaniola!

Questions
1. Why does JIm want to find a ship?
2. Who
is long John Silver?
I PA
3. How much money has Jim got?
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4. Why does Jim want to keep
Treasure Island a secret?
5. What type of ship is the Hispaniola?

This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
3) Listening One: Jim Hawkins
Meets Long John Silver
Teaching notes
Time
20–40 minutes
Level
Easy/medium
Skills Focus
Listening.
Aim
To practise listening skills and to familiarise the students with a scene in Treasure Island.
Instructions
Give the students Worksheet A and ask them to read through the text underlining any difficult vocabulary.
Present the difficult vocabulary on the board and the students can help each other with the meaning of the
words. Then listen to the story of the scene. Afterwards the students can practise reading the scene in pairs.
Alternative activity
For students of a higher level use Worksheet B. Students should read and listen to the scene then answer
comprehension questions based on it.
Answer key
1. He wants a ship to sail to Treasure Island.
2. Long John Silver is a pirate.
3. Jim doesn’t have any money.
4. He wants to keep Treasure Island a secret as he wants to keep the treasure for himself.
5. The Hispaniola is a pirate ship.
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
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Treasure Island
4a) Song Sheet A
Here are the songs from Treasure Island. Listen with your classmates. Now sing along!

Sailing on the Sea

On The Hispanola

(Jim Hawkins)
Sailing on the sea
It’s a sailor’s life for me
On your ship you sail away
Always busy, no time to play
You work all night and sleep all day
A sailor’s life for me!
Sailing on the sea
It’s a sailor’s life for me
Sailing on the sea
It’s a sailor’s life for me!

(Chorus)
Come on, let’s get ready
Come on, let’s get ready
Come on, let’s get ready
On The Hispaniola

(Long John Silver)
Sailing on the sea
It’s a pirate’s life for me
You sail until you find a land
Where gold and silver lie in the sand
The work is hard but the company’s grand
A pirate’s life for me
Sailing on the sea
It’s a pirate’s life for me
Sailing on the sea
It’s a pirate’s life for me!

N.B. The first verse of “Sailing on the Sea”, is sung at the
beginning of Treasure Island, but the second verse does
not appear in the show.
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Clean the ship and lift the anchor
Clean the ship and lift the anchor
Clean the ship and lift the anchor
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)
Raise the sails and fly the flag
Raise the sails and fly the flag
Raise the sails and fly the flag
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)
Climb the mast and look for land
Climb the mast and look for land
Climb the mast and look for land
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)

A Sailor Went to Sea, Sea, Sea
A sailor went to sea, sea, sea,
To see what he could see, see, see,
But all that he could see, see, see,
Was the bottom of the deep, blue sea, sea, sea

This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
4b) Song Sheet B
Can you guess what the missing words of the song are? Now listen to see if you were correct.

On the Hispanola
(Chorus)
Come on, let’s get
Come on, let’s get
Come on, let’s get
On The Hispaniola
Clean the ship and lift the
Clean the ship and lift the
Clean the ship and lift the
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)
Raise the sails and fly the
Raise the sails and fly the
Raise the sails and fly the
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)
Climb the mast and look for
Climb the mast and look for
Climb the mast and look for
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)
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Treasure Island
4) Song Sheets
Teaching notes
Time
30–40 minutes
Level
Easy/medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary, listening and singing.
Aim
To familiarise the students with the songs of Treasure Island and the vocabulary used in them. We find that the
experience is really enhanced by being able to sing along with the songs during the show.
Instructions
Ask the students to sing along with songs to familiarize themselves with the songs (Song sheet A).
Use the gap-fills of the song (Song sheets B) for higher level students.
Alternative activity
Get the students to learn the words for homework. Then on the next class give them the gap-fill and ask them
to fill in the missing words. Finally, listen to see if they are correct.
Answer key
On the Hispanola (gap-fill)
1. ready
2. anchor
3. flag
4. land
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Easy level

Treasure Island
5) The Picture Book of Treasure Island
Can you draw? Draw the pictures of the story. Write and draw your own ending!

➽

➽

Jim Hawkins is a young man.

Jim works in a pub.

➽

➽

A pirate arrives with a map of Treasure Island.

Jim meets Long John Silver.

➽

➽

They sail to Treasure Island.

Long John Silver

tries to steal the

map.

➽
➽

Jim meets Ben.

Jim digs for treasure.

➽
I PA
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Treasure Island
5) The Picture Book of Treasure Island
Teaching notes
Time
20–30 minutes
Level
Easy
Skills Focus
Vocabulary, reading, speaking and drawing.
Aim
To familiarise the students with the story of Treasure Island and the vocabulary used in the story.
Instructions
Ask the students to imagine what Treasure Island, Jim, Ben and Long John Silver look like. Discuss with the
groups what they think the characters might look like. Give the students the worksheet and ask them to draw
the pictures that match the scene being described in each box.
Alternative activity
Ask students to choose one phrase from the boxes and make a larger more detailed picture of the scene that
they have chosen.
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Treasure Island
6a) Listening 2 – Jim Hawkins Meets Ben
Read and listen to a conversation between Jim and Ben.

Jim:

Oh, hello. Who are you?

Ben:

My name is Ben. And what is your name?

Jim:

My name is Jim

Ben:

Jim... and let me guess, Jim is here
looking for treasure.

Jim:

Yes that’s right. What do you know
about treasure?

Ben:

Well, I have lived on this island
for five years and I know
everything!

Jim:

Really? Well tell me, is this a map
of this island?

Ben:

Is this a map of this island? Yes.
This is a map of this island.

Jim:

Cheese?

Jim:

Great! Look, it says on the map that there
are three clues.

Ben:

Cheese. Cheese. Yes, five years on this
island and no cheese!

Ben:

Yes, Three clues. But Ben only has one
clue.

Jim:

Well, actually, yes, I do have some
cheese.

Jim:

A clue! You have a clue.

Ben:

Ben:

Yes.

Oooohh! If Ben gives Jim the clue will
Jim give Ben the cheese?

Jim:

And will you show it to me?

Jim:

Yes.

Ben:

Yes, but only if you give Ben what Ben
wants.

Ben:

Does Jim promise?

Jim:

Jim:

And what do you want?

I promise to give you the cheese if you
give me the clue.

Ben:

Cheese.

Ben:

Very well.

I PA

N.B. This dialogue has been adapted from the script of Treasure Island for this activity. It is not exactly the same as the dialogue that
appears in the show.
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Treasure Island
6b) Listening 2 – Jim Hawkins Meets Ben
Read the conversation between Jim and Ben. See if you can guess where the words below go. Now
listen to see if you were correct.

cheese

have
island

name
three
map
clue
hello
you

Jim:

Oh,

Ben:

My name is Ben. And what is your name?

Jim:

My

Ben:

Jim... and let me guess, Jim is here looking for treasure.

Jim:

Yes that’s right. What do you know about treasure?

Ben:

Well, I have lived on this island for

Jim:

Really? Well tell me, is this a

Ben:

Is this a map of this island? Yes. This is a map of this island.

Jim:

Great! Look, it says on the map that there are three clues.

Ben:

Yes,

Jim:

A

Ben:

Yes.

Jim:

And will

Ben:

Yes, but only if you give Ben what Ben wants.

Jim:

And what do you want?

Ben:

Cheese.

Jim:

Cheese?

Ben:

Cheese. Cheese. Yes, five years on this

five

. Who are you?
is Jim.

years and I know everything!
of this island?

clues. But Ben only has one clue.
! You have a clue.
show it me?

and no cheese!
Jim:

Well, actually, yes, I do

Ben:

Oooohh! If Ben gives Jim the clue will Jim give Ben the cheese?

Jim:

Yes.

Ben:

Does Jim promise?

Jim:

I promise to give you the

I PA

Ben:
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some cheese.

if you give me the clue.

Very well.

This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
6c) Listening 2 – Jim Hawkins Meets Ben
Read the conversation between Jim and Ben and fill in the spaces using the words you think
are correct. Now listen to the scene to see if your answers are correct.

Jim:

Oh,

. Who are you?

Ben:

My name is Ben. And what is your name?

Jim:

My

Ben:

Jim... and let me guess, Jim is here looking for treasure.

Jim:

Yes that’s right. What do you know about treasure?

Ben:

Well, I have lived on this island for

Jim:

Really? Well tell me, is this a

Ben:

Is this a map of this island? Yes. This is a map of this island.

Jim:

Great! Look, it says on the map that there are three clues.

Ben:

Yes,

Jim:

A

Ben:

Yes.

Jim:

And will

Ben:

Yes, but only if you give Ben what Ben wants.

Jim:

And what do you want?

Ben:

Cheese.

Jim:

Cheese?

Ben:

Cheese. Cheese. Yes, five years on this

is Jim.

years and I know everything!
of this island?

clues. But Ben only has one clue.
! You have a clue.
show it me?

and no cheese!
Jim:

Well, actually, yes, I do

Ben:

Oooohh! If Ben gives Jim the clue will Jim give Ben the cheese?

Jim:

Yes.

Ben:

Does Jim promise?

Jim:

I promise to give you the

Ben:

Very well.

some cheese.

if you give me the clue.
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
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Treasure Island
6a–c) Listening 2 – Jim Hawkins Meets Ben
Teaching notes
Time
20–40 minutes
Level
Easy/medium/difficult
Skills Focus
Listening.
Aim
To practise listening skills and to familiarise the students with a scene in Treasure Island.
Instructions
Give the students Worksheet A and ask them to read through the text underlining any difficult vocabulary.
Present the difficult vocabulary on the board and the students can help each other with the meaning of the
words. Then listen to the story of the scene. Afterwards the students can practise reading the scene in pairs.
Alternative activity
For students of a higher level use Worksheet B and give the students time to decide what the missing words
could be from the list. This activity could be done in pairs. Listen to see if they are correct. Use Worksheet C for
the highest level students.
Answer key
1. hello
2. name
3. five
4. map
5. three
6. clue
7. you
8. island
9. have
10. cheese
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
7) Find the Treasure
Read and listen to the instructions to find the hidden treasure. Start at Devil’s Rock.

1. Two steps north
2. Two steps east
3. One step north
4. Two steps east
5. Two steps north
6. Four steps south
7. One step west
8. Now dig for treasure
!
in square

Now work with a partner. Choose a square for the treasure to be buried in.
Now give your partner directions to get there from Devil’s Rock. Use directions to lead them there.
Take turns to give directions and follow them.
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Treasure Island
7) Find the Treasure
Teaching notes
Time
30 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary, listening and speaking.
Aim
To practise giving and receiving directions.
Instructions
Present north, south, east and west on the board. Give the students a copy of the map and do the first direction
together. Then ask the students, in pairs, to read and listen to the instructions to find the hidden treasure,
starting from Devil’s Rock.
Extended activity
Do the second part of the activity either as a purely oral exercise or as a written activity for homework.
Answer key
The treasure is in square E6.
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
8) Parts of a Ship
Look at the vocabulary below. Which word describes which part of the ship?
Write the number next to the correct word. Now listen to see if you are correct.

sea

wheel

lifebelt

flag

1

4

mast

anchor

land

sail

2

3

6

5

7

8
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Treasure Island
8) Parts of a Ship
Teaching notes
Time
20 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary and listening.
Aim
To practise the vocabulary of a ship.
Instructions
Ask the student to match the each word with a picture then listen to the recording to see if they are correct.
Extended activity
Ask students to draw a picture of a ship marking all the vocabulary in the activity.
Answer key
1. mast
2. sail
3. land
4. flag
5. lifebelt
6. anchor
7. sea
8. wheel
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
9) Who Says That?
Look at the names of the characters of Treasure Island.
Who do you think says the following sentences?

Jim Hawkins

Billy Bones

Long John Silver

Ben

Captain Flint

1. Give me that map, Jim lad!
2. Do you have any cheese?
3. Aaaagh…treasure…aaaagh…map…aaagh!
4. I live on Treasure Island.
5. I work in the Admiral Benbow pub.
6. Squawk, squawk, squawk!
7. My ship is called The Hispaniola.
8. My mother was called Elizabeth Hawkins.
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
9) Who Says That?
Teaching notes
Time
10–20 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary, reading. Possibly speaking.
Aim
To familiarise the students with the characters.
Instructions
Match the phrases to the characters. The students can work individually in pairs.
Alternative activity
Split the group into four groups; Jims, Long John Silvers, Billy Bones and Bens. Get them to present the
sentences orally in the style of the character who says them (you may want to invent one or two more phrases
for each group).
Answer key
1. Long John Silver
2. Ben
3. Billy Bones
4. Ben
5. Jim Hawkins
6. Captain Flint
7. Long John Silver
8. Jim Hawkins
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Treasure Island
10) True or False
Do you think the following sentences are true (T) or false (F)?
1. Jim Hawkins loves working in The Admiral Benbow pub.

T F

2. Jim takes the map of Treasure Island from a dead pirate.

T F

3. Long John Silver is the captain of The Hispaniola.

T F

4. Jim knows that Long John Silver is a pirate when he meets him.

5. Ben eats cheese every day.

T F

T F

6. There are three clues on the map of Treasure Island.

T F
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Treasure Island
10) True or False
Teaching notes
Time
20+20 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Speaking, writing.
Aim
To predict what will happen in the show and confirm or correct the information after the show.
Instructions
Ask the students to decide in pairs if they think the sentences are true or false. Ask them to write what they
think will happen in the sentences they think are false. After they have seen the show, return to the sentences
and see if they were correct or not.
Post-show activity
Ask the students to come up with five more true or false questions. Then each group should pass their
sentences to another group to answer.
Answer key
1. False. Jim doesn’t like working in the pub.
2. True.
3. True.
4. False. Jim doesn’t know that Long John Silver is a pirate until later.
5. False. Ben hasn’t eaten any cheese since he arrived on Treasure Island.
6. True.
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
11) Clueword
Use the clues on the right hand side to find the correct word. All the words are in the vocabulary list.

What Captain Flint is (6)
Land in the middle of sea (6)

The

P
I

To have lots of money (4)

R

Benbow = the name of Jim’s pub (7)

A

You use this to see things in the distance (9)

T

The opposite of West (4)

E

You use this to dig for treasure (5)

S
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
11) Clueword
Teaching notes
Time
20 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary.
Aim
To familiarise the students with the vocabulary of Treasure Island.
Instructions
Ask the students to work in pairs or small groups to solve the clues for the words on the left-hand side.
Alternative activity
Ask students to choose a character from the play and write clues for words that begin with each letter of the
character. Use the clueword as a guide.
Answer key
1. Parrot
2. Island
3. Rich
4. Admiral
5. Telescope
6. East
7. Spade
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
12) Anagrams
An anagram is a word which has its letters in a different order. In the first clue on Treasure Island,
Jim has to solve an anagram. Can you work out what these anagrams are?
All the words are in the vocabulary list.

1. A M P

MAP

2. S T E W
3. P A S S E
4. S H R U B
5. P A R E
6. L I S A
7. H I P S
8. T A P I E R
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
12) Anagrams
Teaching notes
Time
20–30 minutes
Level
Difficult
Skills Focus
Vocabulary.
Aim
To practise the vocabulary of Treasure Island.
Instructions
Give the students a copy of the vocabulary list. Then ask them, in pairs, to work out the anagram. Present the
answers on the board.
Extended activity
Ask the students to choose 5 more words from the vocabulary list to make into anagrams then pass the lists out
randomly for the students to solve.
Answer key
1. Amp
2. West
3. Spade
4. Brush
5. Pear
6. Sail
7. Ship
8. Pirate
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
13) Find the Words
See how many different words you can find in the word H I S P A N O L A
Set a time limit and give yourself points for each correct word.
Two-letter words = 2 points
e.g. ON

Three-letter words = 3 points
e.g. HAS

Four- (or more than four) letter words = 5 points
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
13) Find the Words
Teaching notes
Time
20 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary.
Aim
To practise spelling and vocabulary.
Instructions
Write the word H I S P A N O L A on the board. Ask the students to see how many different words they can find
in the letters. Set a time limit and give the students points for each correct word.
Alternative activity
Choose another word or character name from Treasure Island to do the activity with.
Answer key
Examples:
2 letters – on, in, as, is, no, an
3 letters – sap, pan, nap, lip, lap, his, pal, lap
4 letters – span, pans, naps, pins, snip, posh, lips, slip
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
14) Homophones
Homophones are words that sound the same but are spelled differently.
They also have different meanings.
e.g. SEE / SEA / C
The second clue on the map of Treasure Island is about words that sound the same.
Work in pairs and see if you can find another word that sounds the same as these words but
is spelled differently. Then listen to see if you are correct.

1. TWO

5. BUY

9. WEAR

2. SON

6. EYE

10. KNOW

3. HEAR

7. BEE

4. MEET

8. WRITE

Read and listen to the sentences and using the homophones from activity eighteen and choose
the correct spelling of the missing word.

1. I have

sisters.
is shining.

2. The

me?

3. Can you

you.

4. Pleased to

food at the supermarket.

5. We
6.

like chocolate.

7.

quiet!

8.

a letter to your mother.

9.

is my hat?

10. Do you

the time?
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
14) Homophones
Teaching notes
Time
30–40 minutes
Level
Medium/difficult
Skills Focus
Homophones. Listening and writing.
Aim
To practise the sounds of words and how two words that sound the same but are spelt differently have two
different meanings.
Instructions
Present the first word on the board for all of the class then, ask the students to work in pairs on the first
exercise and think of words that have the same sound but different spellings. Next, listen to the recording for
the sound of the words. When the students have all the correct answers let them complete the second activity.
Present the answers on the board to check to see that they are correct.
Extended activity
Ask the students to think of 5 more homophones. Next, ask them to write 5 sentences for another student to
complete with the correct spelling of the word.
Answer key
Part 1
1. too
2. sun
3. here
4. meat
5. by
6. I
7. be
8. right
9. where
10. no

Part 2
1. two
2. sun
3. hear
4. meet
5. buy
6. I
7. be
8. write
9. where
10. know
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Easy level

Treasure Island
15) Wordsearch
Find the words below hidden in the word search. Now circle them.

anchor
dock
spade

brush (scrubbing brush)
flag

key

telescope

map

cheese

mast

toothbrush

sail

compass
ship

treasure

clue

south

underpants

U

N

D

E

R

P

A

N

T

S

E

J

S

O

U

T

H

E

D

S

P

G

A

E

G

C

D

T

F

A

O

R

I

R

O

A

O

S

L

P

C

O

L

U

P

S

C

A

A

M

S

H

R

S

E

H

K

M

G

O

E

C

K

A

E

S

E

E

H

C

L

N

L

E

S

U

O

P

E

T

E

A

L

R

Y

R

S

H

I

P

T

O

O

T

H

B

R

U

S

H
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
15) Wordsearch
Teaching notes
Time
15 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary.
Aim
To familiarise the students with the vocabulary of Treasure Island.
Instructions
This activity could be used as a fun ice-breaker for the beginning of the class or as a fun activity at the end of
the class.
Extended activity
Students choose 6-10 more words from the vocabulary list and make their own wordsearch, then swap them
between classmates.
Answer key
U

N

D

E

R

P

A

N

T

S

E

J

S

O

U

T

H

E

D

S

P

G

A

E

G

C

D

T

F

A

O

R

I

R

L

A

O

S

L

P

C

O

L

U

P

S

C

A

A

M

S

H

E

S

E

H

K

M

G

O

E

C

K

A

E

S

E

E

H

C

L

N

L

E

S

U

O

P

E

T

E

A

L

R

Y

R

S

H

I

P

T

O

O

T

H

B

R

U

S

H
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
16) Jim’s Adventure Bag
Match the pictures of the objects from Jim’s adventure bag with the correct word.
Now listen to see if you are correct.

compass
telescope

toothbrush
spade

cheese

map

underpants

scrubbing brush

3
1

2

5
4

6

7

8

I PA

N.B. Jim’s adventure bag now contains a knife instead of a toothbrush.
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
16) Jim’s Adventure Bag
Teaching notes
Time
20 minutes
Level
Medium/difficult
Skills Focus
Vocabulary, listening.
Aim
To practise the vocabulary of the objects in Jim’s adventure bag.
Instructions
Match the words with pictures then listen to check the answers are correct.
Extended activity
For higher level students ask them to write sentences to describe how they think Jim will use each object in the
bag.
e.g. The treasure map shows Jim where the treasure is.
The compass shows Jim which direction to go.
Answer key
1. compass
2. telescope
3. spade
4. underpants
5. scrubbing brush
6. map
7. toothbrush
8. cheese
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

17) One-Lesson Plan
If you only have time for one lesson before the show to prepare
you children. Here is a one lesson activity sheet.

The Story of Treasure Island
Read and listen to the story of Treasure Island.
Jim Hawkins, a young man, works in
a pub called The Admiral Benbow.
It was his mother’s pub when she
was alive but now it is his pub.
Unfortunately, Jim doesn’t like
working in a pub. He likes the sea
and dreams of going on a sailing
adventure.
One day Billy Bones, a pirate,
comes into the pub. He dies with a
treasure map in his hand. Jim looks
at the map. It is a secret treasure map
of Treasure Island. It says that on the
island there are three clues that will
help find the treasure. Jim decides to

go to Treasure Island. He wants the
treasure.
Of course, Jim needs a ship. He
meets Captain Long John Silver and
his parrot, Captain Flint. Jim tells
Long John Silver about Treasure
Island. Long John Silver offers to
take Jim on his ship, The Hispaniola.
Jim agrees and they set off on the
voyage.
Unfortunately for Jim, Long John
Silver is a pirate! When they arrive at
Treasure Island, Silver tries to steal
the map from Jim. But Jim escapes
with his map and goes to find the

Song - On the Hispanola

Anagrams

Listen to the song with your classmates.
Now sing along!

An anagram is a word which has its letters in a
different order. In the first clue on Treasure Island,
Jim has to solve an anagram. Can you work out
what these anagrams are? All the words are in the
vocabulary list. The first one is done as an example.

(Chorus)
Come on, let’s get ready
Come on, let’s get ready
Come on, let’s get ready
On The Hispaniola
Clean the ship and lift the anchor
Clean the ship and lift the anchor
Clean the ship and lift the anchor
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)
Raise the sails and fly the flag
Raise the sails and fly the flag
Raise the sails and fly the flag
On The Hispaniola

I PA

three clues. The three clues that will
take him to the treasure.
When Jim starts looking for the
treasure, he meets an old man called
Ben. Ben has been on the island for
a long time and helps Jim find the
three clues:
Clue 1: Change letters on the finger
tree. Clue 2: ➙ 2 seas. Clue 3: ???
But Long John Silver is very angry
and he’s looking for Jim and his map!
So, who is Ben? Will Long John
Silver get the map and, of course,
where is the treasure?

(Chorus)
Climb the mast and look for land
Climb the mast and look for land
Climb the mast and look for land
On The Hispaniola
(Chorus)

1. A M P = MAP
2. S T E W =
3. P A S S E =
4. S H R U B =

5. P A R E =
6. L I S A =
7. H I P S =
8. T A P I E R =

Jim’s Adventure Bag
Match the pictures of the objects from Jim’s
adventure bag with the correct word.

Cheese
Telescope
Map
Underpants
Toothbrush
Compass
Spade
Scrubbing brush
N.B. Jim’s adventure bag now contains a knife instead of a toothbrush.
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
17) One-Lesson Plan
Teaching notes
Time
50–60 minutes
Level
Medium
Skills Focus
Vocabulary, listening, reading and speaking.
Aim
To familiarise the students with the story, songs and vocabulary of Treasure Island before seeing the show.
Instructions
The one lesson activity sheet is designed for teachers who only have time to prepare with one class before the
show. We find that children who understand the development of the story and are familiar with some, or all
of the songs, enjoy the shows even more! So we recommend that you begin with reading and discussing the
synopsis of the show. Then move on to listening to the song – allow the students to follow the text on song
sheets. If there’s time get them to sing along! Next, do the vocabulary activity – Jim’s adventure bag. Finally,
ask the students to work in pairs to try to solve the anagrams.
Post-show activity
If you have more time after the show, go back and do any of the materials in the earlier activities.
Answer key
3. Jim’s Adventure bag

4. Anagrams

1. cheese
2. telescope
3. map
4. underpants
5. toothbrush
6. compass
7. scrubbing brush
8. spade

1. Amp
2. West
3. Spade
4. Brush
5. Pear
6. Sail
7. Ship
8. Pirate
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This activity is designed to be used in conjunction with a performance of IPA Production’s Treasure Island.
For more information, visit www.ipaproductions.com.

Treasure Island
Basic Vocabulary for Treasure Island
The Characters
Ben
Billy Bones
Captain Flint
Jim Hawkins
Long John Silver
Ship Vocabulary
anchor
flag
life-belt
mast
sail
wheel
Directions
East
North
South
West

Jim’s Adventure Bag
cheese
compass
map
scrubbing brush
spade
telescope
knife
underpants
Useful words
adventure
bottom
busy
cave
change direction
clean
clue
deep
dig
dock
empty
finger
hear
here
hollow
home
hunt
island
key

letter
lift
locked
mast
Monday
parrot
pear
pub
raise
rich
sail (v)
sailor
sea
see
ship
step
too
treasure
treasure chest
tree
Tuesday
two
voyage
Wednesday
work
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